
Individual configuration
Setup wizard, customizable to meet
your personal preferences

MZ-WinTranslator - the professional translation assistant for foreign languages

High translation quality
Unique comment control with
automatic selection of subject area,
sentence order correction, conjugations,
and gender selections.

Unbelievably low-cost
Full version only 99.00 EUR
Updates beginning at 12.75 EUR
(each plus postage)

Additional dictionaries available
French, Spanish, Italian

Foreign language tutor
Learn vocables easily

Satisfaction guarantee
Free trial version available.
Possibility to return the program if
it does not meet your requirements,
no risk and an exemplary concept
which fits to the good reputation.

Speech output
Read texts and dictionary entries in
English/German/French/Spanish/
Italian aloud (via Microsoft Agent).

Over 18 years of experience
Fledged program, thousands of
customers, future-safe update service.

Reference book
Intelligent dictionary search by
modifying and varying the search
terms, similar to a human translator.

Over 3,058,000 vocables
and phrases
The cooperation with hundreds of
users achieved a dictionary with an
enormous amount of special knowledge,
so even the dictionary would justify
the price for the entire program.

Problem-free cooperation
with other programs

- Lookup words in any program and
  insert the translation via mouse click;
  translate entire sentences or
  text passages by simply
  selecting them.

- Special integration for Microsoft Office:
  Word (2000+), Excel (2000+), PowerPoint
  (2000+), and Publisher (XP+)

- Translate entire web pages directly in any browser
   (Internet Explorer, Netscape, Mozilla, Opera)

Compare on your own:
Other programs currently
cost 249.- to 798.- EUR!

Update over Internet
Automatic installation of program
and dictionary updates via mouse
click possible

Letter construction kit
for perfect letters and e-mails

Network ready
without further
costs
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Letter construction kitOnly our program offers:

Translation program, dictionary, foreign language
tutor, letter construction kit, and speech output
combined in one single application

English/German/English dictionary with
more than 3,058,000 (in words: three million)
entries (1 entry = vocable + associated
translations)

Enhanced dictionary search with automatic
modification of the search term (prefixes,
endings, ...) — more than 100 search
processes will be performed

Support for all browsers (Internet Explorer,
Netscape, Firefox, Opera)

Intelligent, interactive dialog mode

No practical limit for extending the dictionaries,
compressed data format and extremely
fast search

Fully automatic translation in the background;
It is possible to read the translated text
while the rest is still being translated

Everything for only 99.00 EUR (full version);
low update prices; network ready
without further costs

Satisfaction guarantee (right to return the
program within 14 days after purchase date)

Please continue inside

The Letter construction kit allows you to create correct 
German and English business and private letters and e-
mails in a very quick and easy way.

Translation program

Foreign language
tutor

Speech output

Perfect cooperation
with other programs

Quick installation (fully automatic installation
with only one single mouse click)

Dictionary search by simply selecting the
respective text in the source text window

The ultimate solution to foreign language problems

Some features at a glance:

Dictionary and translation function of the main
program are always available directly in the
construction kit

-

Sentences which are not in the library can be
translated using the translation program

-

Extremely fast search function over all sentences-

Sentence library and category structure are com-
pletely editable and extendable without limitation

-

Spaces between sentences and the sentence order
can be edited at any time; inserting sentences in
any space is possible at any later time

-

Undo function (up to 50 actions)-

Speech output and print function-

Export as Text, Rich Text or into the clipboard-

Finished letters can be saved as sample letters-

Network ready without further costs-

Context-sensitive online help (English + German)-

Surface language can be entirely switched to German-

Dictionary

Letter construction kit
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- Translate words or whole phrases
  in any application by simply
  selecting it

- Translate foreign web pages
  directly in all web browsers
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